) for all $\xi\geqq 0$ .
Proof. By the formula (0) in \S 38 [2] we have $\overline{\iota\iota}(\xi a_{\nu})-\overline{m}(\overline{\alpha})\leqq m(\xi a_{\nu})(\nu=1,2,3,$ $\cdots\rangle$ for any $\overline{a}\in\overline{R}^{m},$ $\xi\geqq 0$ .
We obtain hence
2) The ORLICZ space $L_{\Phi}$ is the BANACH space having the modular norm as its norm.
$ L\Phi$
is an example of the modulared semi-ordered linear space with a constant modular.
3) A modular $m$ is said to be simple, if $m(a)=0$ implies $a=0$. 
For such a double sequence $\nu(\kappa, P)(\kappa, \rho=1,2,3, \cdots)$ we obtain another double sequence $\nu_{\kappa}(\rho)(\kappa, \rho=l, 2,3, \cdots)$ such that
a subsequence of $\nu_{\kappa}(\rho)(\kappa=1,2,3, \cdots)$ for every $\rho$ and
For such a sequence $\nu_{\kappa}(\rho)(\kappa, \rho=1,2,3, \cdots)$ we obtain $\lim_{\rightarrow\infty}a_{\nu_{\kappa}(\rho)}(x)=a(x)$ almost everywhere on $E_{\rho}(\rho=1,2,3, \cdots)$ , because, putting $F_{\kappa,\rho}=\{x:|a_{\nu_{\hslash}(0)}(x)-a(x)|\geqq\frac{1}{2^{n}}\}\cap E_{\rho}(\kappa, \rho=1,2,3, \cdots)$ , for $\kappa\leqq\xi$ and $x\in E_{\rho}-\bigcup_{\tau=\kappa}F_{r.\rho}$ (rc, $\rho=1,2,3,$ $\cdots$ ), we have Moreover we obtain by diagonal process
Conversely, if $\{a_{\nu}(x)\}$ is not convergent in measure to $a(x)$ on some set $E$ of finite measure, then there exist $\epsilon>0$ and a partial sequence
Thus we can not select any partial sequence from $\{a_{\nu}(x)\}$ which converges to $a(x)$ almost everywhere on $E$ . Contradicting the assumption.
Thus we obtain our conclusion.
Therefore we need only prove, by dePnition of star individually convergence, the following fact: in order that $a_{\nu}(x)\geqq 0(\nu=1,2,3, \cdots)$ converges to by Theorem 15.4 [2] . Therefore, putting $p=|a|$ we have $m(\xi a)=\lim_{\nu\rightarrow\infty}m(\xi(b_{\nu^{\prime}}|a|))\leqq\lim_{\nu\rightarrow\infty}m(\xi a_{\mu_{\nu}})$ contradicting the assumption.
Q. E.D. [2] . We obtain by Lemma 2
But we have by assumption
Consequently we obtain Proof. From $|w|-iima_{\nu}=a\nu\rightarrow\infty$ we obtain by Theorem 27.7 [2] 
for any $p\in R$ , and hence by Theorem Remark. The following fact may be found in the proof of Theorem 47.8 [2] . If $R$ is semi-regular, then On $R$ we can define two norms as follows (cf. [3] , p. 213 and p. $2I8$ ):
$\Vert x\Vert=\inf_{\xi>t)}\frac{1+m(\epsilon x)}{\xi}$ $\Vert|x\Vert=\inf_{m(\xi x)\leq t}\frac{1}{|\xi|}$ $(x\in R)$ . 
